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Abstract In this paper, we discuss the nonlinear
contoller design of STATic COMpensator (STAT-

coM) for voltage stability study. A state-space aver-
aged model of the STATCOM is derived and is used
for controller design. A Lyapunov-based nonlinear
controller is proposed- The controller regulates the
firing angle of the STATCOM to track a given reac-
tive curent reference. The controller achieves global
asymptotic stability and is not affected by the operat-
ing point. Simulation results show that the perforrr-
ance of the nonlinear controller is much better than
that ofthe conventional PI controller.

1. Introduction

Flexrble AC Transmission System (FACTS) de-
vices have received much attention in recent years.
One important aspect of these devices is that they pro-

vide fast and reliable control over the tbree main
transmission system parameters, namely, voltage
magnitude, voltage phase angle and impedance [1].
This atftactive feature enables these solid state con-
trollers to be widely used in many fields of power

systems, such as real and reactive power regulation,
stability control and system damping [2].

The STATic COMpensdator (STATCOM), also
referred to as a STATic CONdenser (STATCON) or
Advanced Static VAR Compensator (ASVC) is a sec-
ond generation FACTS device used for shunt reactive
power compensation. It is based on solid state syn-
chronous voltage source that is analogous to an ideal
synchronous machine. The STATCOM can be con-
trolled either to provide or absorb reactive power. The
performance of reactive compensation of a STAT-
COM is better than the conventional compensators
such as the Static Var Compensator (SVC) [3]' Con-
sequently, the STATCOM offers potential benefits in
applications such as increasing steady-state loadabil-
ity, improving the security of systems with heavy
motor loads, improving tansient stability and adding
dampiog to power swings.

One important application of STATCOM is to im-
prove power system voltage stability [4]. Voltage sta-
bility is concerned with the abilrty of power systems
to maintain acceptable voltages at all nodes in the
systems under normal and contingent conditions.
Voltage instability will occur when a distrubance
causes a progressive and uncontollable decline in
voltage magninrde. It is always associated with inade-
quate local reactive Power support. There is an in-

creasing interest with this problem [5]. However most
of the research activities is still concentrated on sta-

bility analysis. Relatively less attention has been paid
to s$dy voltage control and stabilization. In [6], the
authors proposed a nonlinear conholler for SVC and
showed its effectiveness in voltage stability enhance-
ment. Similarly, advanced controller can be designed
for the STATCOM to imFrove voltage stability.

Because voltage instability evolves in a time-scale
of minutes while the dynamics of the STATCOM is in
a time-scale of milliseconds, the STATCOM can
therefore be represented by its static characteristics in
voltage stability study. The basic assumption is that
the intemal dynamics of the STATCOM is sable. It is
not easy to guarantee this point. It is well-known that
the STATCOM model is a nonlinear system. Because
of the difficulties in controlling nonlinear systems,
most of the previous works dealing with STATCOM
control are confined to the application of the linear
conhol theory to small-signal linearized models.
These con8ol laws only guarantee system stability
against small perturbations from the nominal operat-
ing point. Ifa large-disturbance occur or the operating
point deviates away from the nominal operating point
too mucb, the performance of these contollers will be
significantly deteriorated. To solve this problem, some
nonlinear control smtegies have been proposed, such
as the fuzzy logic current and voltage controller in [7],
the differential algebra based nonlinear controller in

[8] and the norilinear controller based on exact feed-
back linearization technique in [9].

In this paper, we propose a new control law for the
STATCOM based on Lyapunov stability theory with-
out linearization. In our approach, Lyapunov's direct
method which is an important tool for nonlinear sys-
fem control design is adopted. The basic idea of the
approach is to construct a positive definite scalar Ly-
apunov function for the system and to examine the
function's time derivative. The proposed control law
guarantees global asymptotic stability of the closed-
loop system.

The paper is organized as follows. ln Section 2, the
mathematical model of the STATCOM is studied. A
state-space averaged model is derived. In Section 3,
Lyapunove-based nonlinear controller design is dis-
cussed. Simulation results are presented in Section 4
to test the performance of the controller. We conclude
the paper in Section 5.

2. System Model

A. Mathematical Model

A simplified STATCOM model is shown in Fig. l.
The voltage source converter is connected to the sys-
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tem bus tbrough an inductance I and a resistor R. Z
represents the leakage ofthe coupling transformer, R5
represents the converter and the transformer conduc-
tion losses. On the DC side, a capacitor C is in parallel
with a resistor R. The resistor R represents the con-
verter switching losses.

In Fig. 1, Eo, E6and E" are the line voltages, Yo,

Vratd, Y" are the converter output phase volttges,

Vo"and l4"are the DC voltage and current, 1o,

I u and I 
" 

are the AC line currents.

Fig. I STATCOM stmcture

The dynamical equations for the STATCOM are
expressed by

If the converter is lossless, we will get the follow-
ing equations

Vo6" =V4"So6

I o" = I[*So*

P t =

(3)

(4)
For modeling and control desip, it is very con-

venient to transform tbree-phase variables into a ro-
tating d-q frame using Park's transfonnation. Define
the following transfonnation

Io6 = PJ4os, Eot" = 4,Eans and Yo6. = PkVa,p

where Po is defined as

Ea

Eb

Ec

Note that the transformation P1 is power invariant.
Applying the Park's tansfonnation to equation (l)

and (2) and take into account the relations (3) and ( ),
we obtain the following time-invariant model

*=-*r ,  -@Io -Kcos( :a+e) vo"*1 (5)
d t  L "  ,  L  L  ,

dlo Rr - Kt!!G:3)vo"*3 
(6)

a,  
=-Tto +(ntd +-  

L ""  L
d V a " _  l  r ,  , K c o s ( a + O ) ,
dt 

- 
Fd,o"r----:-rd

-Ksin(-a+O),  " 'c- to
r;

where K = {o and Ea = E cos(Q) , Eu = -E sin(O) .
7t

The power equations are expressed by

where Io*=lo Ib I " f '  ,v ,*=Vo Yb v" f '  ,

Eou --lEo Eb E"]r . The line voltages are given
by:

to line RMS voltage and 0 is the voltage phase angle
of the STATCOM bus.

The relationship between the AC side variables,
i.9., Voa and 1o5,, and the DC side voltage V4" and

current f" is determined by the switching function

So* of the converter. The switching function operates
in discrete mode. This brings difficulties for system
analysis and control. A generalized averaging method
uol is used to get a continuous time-invariant model
of the converter. For a six-pulse converter, the aver-
aged model is given by [7]

angle of the switches with reference to the phase angle
o f  Eo .

of
I T

0 l Iabc+7 (Ea* -Y , * )  ( t )

r)

(2)

P = EoIo + EoIo

Q = E a I o - E o I 6

(8)

(e)
The real and reactive power of the STATCOM is

in fact not affected by the line phase angle 0 [7].
Without loss of generality, we can set 0 = 0 to sim-
plify the model. Also the following per rrnit system on
the STATCOM base is adopted:

x , = L @ . x r =" Zbor"' " CaZ5^" Zho".'
D r l

Ri =;5, Z^*=?s.
Lb^" l tu"

The simplified STATCOM model is givenby
dla Ri -., .-t aKcos(a),, . aE ,a- = - 3 0 ) . L - 6 i l . .  * t -  t t 0 )
d t X L u e X L x L

*=-t*o+da*Yn*

+=-#ru. + xro,Kcos(a)Io

( l  l )

(12)
- X saK sin( a)I,

The firing angle a is the control input. The power
equations (8) and (9) become
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P = EIa

Q=EIo
As can be seen" the reactive power is proportional

to .E'fo while the real power is proportional to EId. To
control the reactive power Q, it is sufficient to control
thereactive current 1o .

B. Steady-State Characteistics

Sening the equations (10) to (12) equal to zero, we
can get the steady-state values lao, Iqo and

Z7"p corresponding to a given firing engle c6 . Figs. 2-
4 show the steady-state characteristics of the STAT-
COM. The EPRI 80 MVAR STATCOM [11] is used
to generate the characteristics. The values are given as
X 1=0.15, R's = 0.01, X c= 0.88 and R'=78, all in per
unit. The bus voltage magnitude E is set to 1.0 per
unit.

Fig. 2 Steady-state characteristics ( 1, - cr )

Fhno JEb (d6C6)

Fig. 3 Steady-state characteristics ( 1, - o )

As can be seen, when firing angle is zero, the real
and reactive current are not zero because ofthe power
losses on Rs and reactive power consumed by the
leakage I. The real current of the STATCOM is al-
most constant and is very small compared to the reac-
tive current. In steady state analysis, the real power
losses can be neglected. The STATCOM becomes a

pure reactive current souce. Positive q, means ttre
STATCOM works in the inductive region while nega-
tive value implies that it is in the capacitive region.
The reactive current /na is almost proportional to the
firing angle a. Also note that the capacitor voltage is
not constant during firing angle variation.

- 0 5  0  0 5
FrirE treb (l|e6)

Fig. 4 Steady-state characteristics (Va" - a)

In voltage stability study, we canuse a variable re-
active current source to represent the STATCOM.
This requires the intemal dynamics of the STATCOM
is fast enough and is stable. Although the open loop
system is asymptotically stable, its dynamic behavior
is not in general satisfactory. In fact, as Rs approaches
zero, the system becomes increasingly oscillatory. As
stated previously, the conventional PI confollers are
tuned around a particular operating point. They are not
robust against changing operation conditions. In the
following Sectio& we will discuss the nonlinear con-
toller desigp based oo Lyapunov stability theory.

3. Lyapunov-Based Reactive Cument Control

The control of switched converters is divided into
two groups. In the first case, the contol law com-
mands the switch position directly, zuch as the sliding
mode contol. The switching frequency is usually
high. The second approach relies on the state-space
averaged model. The contol variable is the fuing an-
gle of the converter. In this paper, the contoller de-
sign is based on the averaged model (10) to (12).
Since we are interested with controlling the intemal
dynamics of the STATCOM, we assume that the line
voltage E does not change with time. The control ob-
jective is to regulate the fring angle c, so that the
reactive current/rtracks the given reference current

I0,4 \rtickJv and asymptotically. At the same time,
all other states are bounded. As can be seen from the
steady-state characteristics, once the reference reactive
otrrent I or4, is given, I4s , V1"e and a0 are uniqueiy
determined.

Define the following variables:

(13)
(14)

!
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xt = Ia - Iag, x2 = Ic - Iq,rf , xl =Va" -V*0,

Pa = coscr, Pa7 = coso,1, Pq = sinq., Pq1 = sinu1,

the incremental STATCOM model are thus obtained:

L+='-RIxt - X txz - KPdvd. + KPdlYdc: (15)
o) dt

L+ = -R'sxz + Xyxl + fiV4" - KProV*o (16)
o d t

,*#= 
-*', +KPdId -KPdoIdo

_ KpqI q + fisI qo
Consider the positive definite Lyapunov finction can-
didature

v(x)=*xl .fi,i.#*,i
Taking the derivative of (18) along any system tra-
jectory gives

v(r)=-ni,l -  ̂ t,t -*r!

+ KPo(Va"I a6 -Y*oI 
o ) + KPr(Y*oIq -Ya"Iqo ) (19)

+ KPoo(Vo"oI 6 - V4"I oo ) + KPos(Va"I qa -Va"sI q )
tr1o1s that P46, Pqo satisfr the steady-state equations

of (lO)-(12). The derivative V(x)becornes
. t

v(x)=-Rir '  -  n lx j  -7x j

+KPd(VdcId0 -ydcold)+IQq(VasIr-Yd.Iqo) Q0)

+ (E - R'sr d0 - X / o6)r a - 1Alr oo - X Lrd0 )r q -ry

It is obvious tlnt V(x)along any system trajectory is
negative defrnite if

Poluo + Pnl"o +?r" = 6

where

(2r)

)"a = K(Va"I as -Va"oI a ) ,
luo = K(Ya"sI, -Va"Ios) md

7t" = ( E - R'sI ao - X / oj )I a

- ( RlI ro 
- X LI do )I q -Ya"Va"o

R '
Note that

e;2 +e;2 =l (22)

Solving (2 l) and Q2) we get the following control law

Lq.= -Kp(rq - Iqd )- Krl;( r, - rra,)

where Kp -Kr =500 is also studied. The transient re-
sponses of the real cr[rent Id, reactive current .I, and
the capacitor voltage 27" to positive and negative step
references Ir,4 are studied. The results are shonm in
Fig. 5 through Fig. 10. In these figures, the dynamic
behaviors rmder the proposed confoller are idelrtified
by solid curves while those under the conventional pI
contollers are shoum by dashed curves. In Figs. 5 to 7
the reference.Ir,4jumps from I per unit to -l per nnit
at 0.2 s. In Figs. 8 to l0 /o,4jumps from -l per unit to
I per rrnit at 0.2 s.

(r7)

(18)

4. Simulation

The perfomrance of the proposed controller is
tested through simulation study, For comparison, a pI
controller which is given by

Fig. 5 1o response (negative transition)

Fig.6 Ia response (negative transition)

D -

(23)

(24)
-xrlxrl,lx'z, +x2, -x2"

1x2o +nJo)L,

I

Fig.1 Vo" response (negative transition)
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It is clearly shown that the transient responses
follow the step change ofreferences quickly under the
proposed uonlinear controller. All transients reach
steady state within 0.5 second. On the other hand, the
t€sponses arp rather slow under the PI contnoller, al-
though they approach steady-shte finally. From Figs.
6 and 9, we s€€ that the real current exhibits high fre-
quency oscillation before it reaches steady-state. Also
note that the dynamic behavior of positive tansition is
different from negative transitiou. The system is less
damped during positive transition and the real power
oscillation is severer. In both cases, the reactive cur-
rcnt atrd capacitor voltage are aslmptotically stable.

I

I

I
L /

l,i
I
0  0 5  i  1 5  2

TIm(.6d)

Fig. E /, response (positive transition)

Fig.9 Ia response (positive transition)

5. Conclusion

ln this paper, a reactive currtnt model of the STAT-
COM is studied. A Lyapunov-based reactive current
controller is desiped. Global asynptotic sability is
guiuanteed by the controller. Simulation results show
that the reactive curretrt tracks the reference value
quickly and asym.ptotically. The performance of the
proposed nonlinear controller is better than the con-
ventional PI controller.
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